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UNLIMITED ACCESS 
There is no limit to the number of users 
that can access the database.  All 
locations and organizations are assigned 
privilege-based user logins.

               REDUNDANCY 
               All users receive pertinent 
               communication on ALERTS (upcoming
                    items or past-due items) or REPORTS 
that are relevant to their user privileges. Auto-notifications of these make the program an effective 
contingency planning tool. This provides redundancy in record keeping and data backup for your entire 
first aid or safety program as it relates to related training needs.

TRAINING
All personnel trained for 
your organization in the 
first aid, CPR or AED 
program can be imported 
and tracked going forward.
Any training course they 
have taken can  also be 
uploaded and tracked! 
(Upgrade fee applies)

Alerts and reports notify 
the end user and the 
organization coordinator 
about upcoming or past 
due courses.  

FREE!
Training Tracker

Think Safe understands training and Training programs, and we don’t stop at providing certificates. A 
training program and related HR and uncompliance tracking needs are a big undertaking - but it does 
not have to be with the help of technology and software.

The First Voice Manager: Training Tracker application is an industry leading free application for your 
training & communication needs regarding CPR, AED, and first aid related training.

No software to download!
Any computer, PC or smart phone with an internet browser can access the application.

Easy to use interface.
The application has windows that collapse or expand to see organized views of training courses and 
students/staff.
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HIERARCHY
The program has several levels of hierarchy so anyone from VIEW ONLY users to EDIT users with access 
to only one location to numerous locations can be granted.  MANAGEMENT (Administrative User) 
privileges allow higher-level top-down reporting and monitoring as well.  

COMMUNICATION
All or select users for an organization can be set up on auto-notifications for recalls or reminders, and 
any alerts or non-compliance issues.

URGENCY / ALERTS
Immediately upon login, the Home 
Screen shows any immediate action 
items that need to be addressed. 

Screen print to the left shows 
action items upcoming – this is the 
first screen seen upon LOGIN to en-
sure they are addressed promptly.

Only those items that pertain to 
the USER that has logged in will be 
shown!

Upgrades (low cost annual license fees applies)
Ask about how First Voice Manager can also be used to track equipment, equipment maintenance, 
licenses, immunizations, document and reports due dates, or other compliance tracking needs. 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
We are here to help bring technology to your first aid, safety or AED-related programs. Think Safe is a 
solutions provider and customized solutions are available upon request.  Full demo and user guide are 
available for review.

Allows for redundancy reporting, even if your facility already has a tracking or LMS  system.  Data can be 
easily requested. 

Training from the First Voice Training portal automatically is uploaded to alleviate data-entry workload 
for your organization.  Training rosters can be uploaded (.csv or .xls file) into the software by course/
class to alleviate workload.

REPORTS
Reports show current trained, past trained (old certifications that expired) and upcoming training 
needed.  


